
Join us for our
Experience Hearing Delight Event!

X-Days Only! Date - Date, 2010

During this special event, we will be offering the  
following services free of charge:

 � FREE hearing screening

 � FREE personal consultation and demonstration of the Audéo S hearing aid

 � FREE cleaning and analysis of any hearing system for current wearers

As an added benefit, <I/we> have invited special guest and technology expert
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX to provide personal demonstrations of the Phonak hearing
instruments during this event. Appointments are limited so please call today at
XXX-XXX-XXXX to schedule your FREE hearing screening and demonstration.
Remember, there is no cost for these services during our <#>-day Experience 
Hearing Delight Event.
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Up to $500 off a pair of Audéo S
Restrictions may apply. Expires 00-00-10. 

 

We’re Here For You!
Xerem facipsapit, suscia accum que proviti oremquodit harumquas 
et repera excerio nseque etur autemo el iundi dolorersped magnihi 
ciendi alique nit, ilignatur, omni odictotae. La sape mo berionsequi 
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Rediscover  
     hearing delight

Experience hearing delight. The Audéo S product family stands for the most modern  
technology in a design that’s as discreet as it is attractive, Phonak Audéo S offers you 
better communication even in challenging situations. 

 � Three zooming levels to enhance hearing in challenging situations
 � Automatically adapts to the ever-changing environments
 � Small design with high performance

Enjoy the sounds of life – discover Phonak Audéo S: www.phonak-us.com 
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Having trouble hearing? Take this quiz.

1. Does your spouse/family think the TV or radio volume is  
too loud? 

2. Do you have trouble hearing on the phone? 

3. Do you often ask people to repeat themselves? 

4. Do you feel you can hear people but sometimes can’t  
understand them? Women’s & children’s voices and words like 
“dime”, “time”, “bake” and “take”. 

5. Are you missing key words while having conversation in a 
crowded restaurant or at family gatherings? 

6. Do you have ringing in the ears or other head noises (buzzing, 
crickets, hissing, etc..)? 

7. Do you feel like you may have excessive wax in your ears? 

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

“I’ve noticed that I am speaking softer, and now that the volume of  
my voice is quieter I feel that what I communicate is received better.  
I would recommend people to try them. I think they‘re fantastic!”  
- Edward C.

Wouldn’t it be great to hear all the sounds you’ve been missing such as your grandchildren’s 
voices or conversations in a large gathering? Meet the Audéo S MINI, Audéo S SMART and 
the Audéo S YES. Each of these Audéo S products feature Phonak exclusive SoundRecover 
technology which shifts high frequency speech sounds from an inaudible range to one 
where you can hear clearly in any environment. The Audéo S product line offers the world’s 
smallest, wireless and most stylish hearing aids.

The Audéo S Family

If you checked any of the above you may have a hearing loss.
Call today for a free hearing screening.



“I used to have to ask people to repeat themselves. These aids have 
made for better understanding of the people I’m talking to.” 
- William F. 

“Phonak Hearing aids with SoundRecover have really improved my 
hearing ability while watching TV and talking on the phone.” 
- Dorothy F.
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Leading an active life means interfacing with telephones, televisions, MP3 players, comput-
ers, stereos and other audio sources. With iCom and Bluetooth™ connectivity, you can fully 
enjoy all the advantages of modern communication and entertainment systems through your  
Audéo S SMART hearing instruments.

Ask about the NEW TVLink Transmitter, which transmits sound directly from your television to 
your hearing aids wirelessly.

TV with TVLink and iCom

Audéo S SMART

Always connected.  
          Anywhere, every time.


